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Lavelle grants degree
to Czech cardinal
Rev. Michael J. Lavelle, S .J.,
university president, left Sunday
for Czechoslovakia to present an
honorary degree to Cardinal Frantisek Tomasek, Czechoslovakia's
Roman Catholic leader.
Tomasek, 90, was granted the
honorary John Carroll degree at
the university's commencement
exercises in May bUl was unable
to attend the ceremony.
Lavelle described the cardinal
as a "symbol of the suffering of
the church...as well as a symbol of
unity for the Czechoslovakian
church."
In 1968, Tomasek issued a
statement supporting the Czechoslovakian government when the
invading Soviet army took C{)ntrol of the nation and installed a

new govemmenL He has worked
for civil and religious freedom
since then.
In honoring Tomasek, Lavelle
said, "We are honoring all those
behind the Iron Curtain who have
suffered for human rights and religious freedom."
Lavelle is part of a delegation
from the Appeal of Conscience
Foundation, a human rights organization based in New York !hat
will also send representatives to
Czechoslovakia to promote the
civil and religious rights of both
Jews and Catholics.
Accompanying Lavelle will be
Rabbi Anhur Schneier, president
of the foundation and senior rabbi
of Manhauan's Park East Synagogue.

Jesuit educators challenged

Fulbright scholar feels at home
by Elmer Abbo

News Reporter
For the seventh year in a row,
John Carroll University holds the
distinction of welcoming a
Fulbright Scholar from Czechoslovakia. Dr. Tania Jarosova is
the fourth Fulbright Scholar to
teach Slovak and the culture of
'czecholslovakia at John Carroll
since 1983.
Dr. Jarosova is a graduate of
Comeinus University in Bratislava Previously, a Fulbright
Scholar at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst from 198283, she presently teaches day students in Slovak and continuing
education classes in the evening
for the greater Cleveland and
Northeast Ohio Slovak commu-

nity. In addition, she will continue to organize exhibits, film
presentations, talks, and other
cultural events throughout the year
as well as participate in media
programs for the Slovalc community.
The Fulbright Scholarship was
founded in 1946 by Sen. William
Fulbright of Arkansas "to do research as well as teaching in most
counbies of the world," according
to Rev. Gerald Sabo, S.J., professor of Slavic studies. Presently,
the Council for the International
Exchange of Scholars (CIES), a
private agency, adnUnisters this
program.
"They facilitate the exchange
for research and teaching. The
U.S. government through the
CIES sends three Americans proficient in English and literature to

Czechoslovalcia to teach there.
Czechoslovalcia is obliged to support them. [In return,] they send
three people to the U.S. The U.S.
government provides for them
basically through the agency,"
explained Fr. Sabo.
John Carroll has been the most
permanenllocation in the country
of Fulbright Scholars in the last
nine years.
..Cleveland is a city with a
large Slovak population and has
been a natural site for such a lectureship," said Fr. Sabo.
Dr. Jarosova is pleased with
her new environment. "It's such a
beautiful place, but also I like the
people. They're very nice and
very helpful, especially Fr. Sabo.
From the beginning I felt as though
I were in a very familiar place,"
she said.

by KeJiy Conners, News Reporter
During the month of June, John Carroll Jesuits and faculty united
with Jesuits and lay people from all over the nation at Georgetown
University in Washington D.C., for Assembly '89.
Assembly '89 was a celebration of 200 years in Jesuit education in
America

"The purpose was to show an ongoing relevance of Jesuit charisma
in education and how it will be implemented in lhe future," said Rev.
John Schlegel, S.J., academic vice president.
TheJesuitsandlaypeopleparticipatedinintellectual,social,andadministrative as well as practical sessions to reaffirm the sense of
ministry and Jesuit association with the educational process. This week
long seminar also focused on efforts to keep the Jesuits in collaboration
with the faculty, students, and other lay people.
"I felt a general upbeat feeling exhibited from the Jesuits about the
growing presence of lay people," said Frederick Travis, dean of the
School of Arts and Sciences. "Assembly '89 was a very positive experience for me. I received a wann welcome as a lay participan.t."
Frank H. T. Rhodes, president of Cornell University, addressed
Jesuit education from an exteroal perspective. He encouraged this reaffiilllation of Jesuit education and recognized its value by those
outside the Jesuit educational system.
"We can see the challenges of the future and speculate the solutions," said Fr. Schlegel.
JCU had l3 Jesuits as well as many lay people in attendance
including Mr. Bookwalter, Dr. Sally Wertheim, Dr. Murphy, Dr.
Spitznagel, Dr. Schmidt, and Professor Miller.
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JCU parking seen in a different (neon) light
When the University raised tui- dents LO the school. But m light of
tion for this year by almost$1 000, the currentparldng mess, aesthetic
Rev. Michael J. Lavelle, S.J., appearance and University enrollpresident of John Carroll Univer- ment are hardly areas worthy of
sity, pointed out a number of new debate.
services that were in the process
Perhaps the heart of the parkof being added to the institution. ing problem rests within the
Among them, more personal University's priorities. Although
computers, expanded dining fa- IllS quite understandable, and lO
cilities, improvements in outdoor be applauded, that the University
recreation space, and even a new wishes LO expand in order LO assure future prosperity, immediate
residence hall.
Clearly all are noble pursuits; concerns must not be overlooked.
however, it seems Fr. Lavelle eiAs the Administration continther forgot or didn't consider a ues LO drag its feet over the park·
most needed service- parking. ing situation, far too many stuIt is easy to see how parking fa- dents are being ticketed daily for
cilities can be overlooked. Aftet illegally parking on the streets suraU, park.tng lots are not pretty and rounding the school due LO lack of
do not help in bringing new stu- adequate parking facilities on
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campus. Maybe the University
should be responsible for all of
these tickets; after all, it is highly
doubtful that students would park
off campus if their were a sufficient amount of spaces available
on campus. Are they not, in fact,
forced LO park on the surrounding
streets?
In light of this, why should the

student be responsible for the
parking infraction? To simply
buy an overpriced JCU parking
permit does not necessarily solve
the students parking woes since a
parking space is never guaranteed.
Hopefully the next time the
University reaches intO its bag of
goodies and begins consrruction

on the next project, a proposed
$5.6 million bwlding which would
house the English, communications, and classical and modern
language departments, it will ftrSt
address the need for parking.
I can see it now. A parking
garage with a neon JCU sign
emblazoned on the front, visible
for miles at night ..

Union must move past planning board
The Otis Day concert was amazing.
It didn't seem possible that the Student Union
could bring back an aging rock-n-roll star whose
only memorable song was in a movie that carne out
of the Dark Ages of the '70s and make it a success.
But they managed LO pull it off, and they deserve
credit for a job well done. It is hard LO remember a
single event in the past few years that has put the
campus in such frenzy.
However, before we praise the Union too much,
let us not forget that they were merely doing what
they have always done: planning the social life for
Camp Carroll. Besides the fight that last year's
Union put up over the plus/minus grading system,
the Union rarely functions in any other capacity
besides a planning board for the University.
Granted, the Union is expected to do this, and
should continue LO plan events. It makes life a heck
of a lot easier when there•s nothing better to do.
.Bu&. u IIIJdcnU wilb IDIIW moce concema besides what weare going to do on a Friday or Saturday
night. the Union must have an impact in other areas
of our lives. The Union has got tO be more than an
activities board.
The general statement of the Union in the HandbookofStudentGovernmentsaysthac 'The Student
Union was founded with the original intention of
coordinating the activities of the campus student
organizations....TheStudent Union also provides the
student body with its only official representation for
concentrated student concern in academics, social
life, religious affairs and development, and other
areas.''
By its".own definitiotr,the Union's scope is farreaching, and extends beyond the simple task of
planning social events. They have promised to represent each student in areas that concern them, and

although this includes social activities, it is in no way
limited LO that
A perfect example of the Union's inaction when
it comes LO something besides social events is the
parking problem. In an interview with the CN, Union
President Gary Ritter said, "Nothing can be done
about the parking situation, except building another
loL" At the SepL 12 Union meeting, at least Chief
Justice Dave Averil promised that the investigative
committee was "looking into" the fact that the spaces
reserved for faculty in the Belvoir Lot have been
expanded since last year.
The Union must take a stronger stand. There
should be some healthy disagreements between the
executive board and the administration, rather than
blind approval ofany measures they take. The Union
must become an organization where its members
(that is every student at this school) feel they can
bring their grievances, their concerns, and hope LObe
ldcquar.ely ~led.

If the Umon can't find anytll1n
~
about. we suggest that they start by demanding a
student representative on the faculty forum. Demand
a reversal of the new plus/ minus grading system
(There are a lot of unhappy campers out there as far
as this is concerned.) Make sure that future freshmen
aren't subjected LOa housing catastrophe like this
year's.
Ritter said that, "I would like to devote more time
LO things besides being a programming board. Other
schools have separate programming boards that allow their Union more time LO devote LO other concerns."
Well then get a programming board started. Do
whatever it takes so that there ts a Union by the
students and for the students. A Union the way it was
meant to be.

Internship price not justified
The University charges a lot of
money for an education. A 128
credit-hour graduate degree costs
$27,138 incredit-hourcoursefees,
according to the 1989-90 rate.
In most cases, the University
justifies this cost.
However, the University does
not justify charging students for
credit hours they deserve through
interning.
For students taking courses, the
University hires and employs
qualified professors, who spend at
least three hours a week with the
students, in addition to carefully
planning endless hours worth of
work to stimulate learning. They
also provide classrooms and upto-date facilities where this learning Lakes place.
Comparatively, this course

priceisfair. Yougetwhatyoupay
for.
The University does not provideanything to the student working as an intern that warrants their
charge of $212 per credit hour.
The student must contact a
business or institution on their
own, and go through the process
of arranging LO wock for 20 to 40
hours a week, usually without pay.
A faculty member is assigned
to read the evaluations of the intern and assign a pass/fail grade;
nothing less, but nothing more.
In contraSt, the responsiblilty
that a professor would assume in a
course is transferred to the employer.
The employer supervises the
intern, provides lhe work, projects, surroundings and facilities,

as well as a program for monitOring the progress and stimulating
the learning of the intern.
In many cases, students find
experience gained in an internship is more valuable than any
coursework they have had. For
this reason, college credit hours
tOward a graduate degree should
be granted. Itisunfairforstudents
LObe charged for a learning experience in which the University contributes so little to the process.
Unless they have a better alternative, the only solution to this
problem is for the University to
discontinue charging students for
credit hours earned by interning.
The cost ofa college education
is high enough without the University charging students for services they do not give.
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Bush's drug plan: an ineffective aHack
by Jeff Reid, Forum Writer

Sorry Mr. President-escalation is not theanswerto the
drug problem.
President Bush •s new drug policy calls for the spending
of nearly $8 billion on the drug war. The mainstream of
political rhought is to escalate the enforcement on the drug
cartel, the pushers, and the users-with emphasis directed
towards rhe users.
This "user" group is over 23 million people strong-a
fact which highlights the ineffectiveness of this plan. To
crackdown on this group and·to crush it would be nearly
impossible.
It seems more sensible to spend the $8 biUion on a grassroots attack of the drug problem, rather than escalating
external enforcements that can be nothing but ineffective
at best and catalytic to violence at worsL Education and
free detoxification programs should be top priority.
Each year it is estimated that 3,500 people die from drug
related deaths. Of these deaths 80 percent are caused by the
prohibition of the drugs and not the actual drugs themselves. This percentage not only includes the pushers and
users but also enforcement agents and innocent bystanders
caught in the crossflres. With the president's new drug
policy, drug related deaths are going to skyrocket at an
alarming rate.
Our nation witnessed the prohibition of alcohol in the
1920s and '30s. There were no positive results of this
prohibition, only negative results such as the tremendous
increase in organized crime.

Today we arc experiencing the same increase in crime,
but the criminals now are not as kind as their predecessors.
These criminals arc greater in number and are more apt to
commit violent crimes.

Why is our government trying to drive the drug problem
underground and place drugs into the hands of indiscriminate criminals? The government bas made it possible for
a black market to exist.
Does it not seem sensible for our nation to decriminalize
the use of drugs? Doing this would bring the drug problem
out in the open where we would be able to effectively

diagnose and r:reat it.
Decriminalization would divorce the criminal element
from the drug problem. The government would then be
responsible for the drugs and not the criminals. Th1s would
also eliminate the deaths that occur from enforcement of
illegal drug trafficking and allow our government to regulate the substances, making drugs somewhat safer for those
mdividuals who feel they need to use them.
The proposed$8 billion could then be used on education
and detoxffication. A national drug education network
could be set up to reach all levels of our citizens. Such an
extensive education program would effectively wipe out
the number of fltSt time users.
Detoxiflcation programs could also be set up to help
current drug users free themselves from their dependencies. Since dru& use ts so highly shunned in our society. it
is only reasonable that there should be free detoxification
programs to help abusers.
The monies to fund these programs could come from
taxes placed on drugs and the money transferred from lhe
funds originally used for enforcement.
Drug decriminalization or legalization IS really not a
radical alternative to the drug problem-just a sensible
one. It is obvious that the current drug plans are not
working. Our government needs to see thts and try a
program that can focus on education and detoxifiCation.
Mr. President-decriminalization is the answer to the
drug problem, not escalauon.
Reid, a sophomore, is a comntWJications major.

Post-election riots voice the distress
•
l:Jiil fJ
fth
has the power to introduce and democratic gains.
favor cannot be said. Revolution
pass legislation even if the three
lftheDemocratsareinfavorof is posstble. But right now, slow
houses opposed the measure. the ultimate abolition of apart- but sure measures are beginning
Therefore. if blacks were able to heid, the black population ofSoulh to fonn and arc pushing a revolution further out of the picture.
If Congress were to add an vote and be voted into their own Africa will benefit greatly.
When and how the black popuPoleon. afreshman, is apolitiamendment to the Bill of Rights house, their power would most
lation will come to enjoy such cal science major.
eliminating the voting power of likely be worthless.
black Americans, you could be
So why did the majority of the
black population and anti-apartsure there would be an uproar.
In South Africa. the blacks have heid protestors riot in the streets?
never been given the right to vote They rioted because there is a need
and the recent elections there have, for reform. Although the pOSt~
not surprising! y, caused an uproar election results brought on treoftheir own within the black popu- mendous violence and rioting, the
anti-apartheid demonstrators felt
lation.
The lack of blaclc suffrage in it was necessary.
Even on the eve of the elecSouth Africa has a long history.
•
For 41 years the white National tions, Archbishop Desmond Tutu
* set up chairs on September 26th (for approxiParty has been in power, suppress- and Rev. Allan Boesalc, president
mately 6 hours} before the concert
ing the blacJcs and restricting them of the World Alliance ofReformed
Churches, put forth a dramatic • break down the chairs on September 27th (for
from voting.
On Sept. 6, 1989, elections were effort showing their disapproval
approximately 3 hours} after the concert
held for the three Parliamentary of the elections. These events led
Houses. TheHouseofAssembly, to both of their arrests.
In addition to the ticket, you will receive, Belkin
With the results of the election
strictly white, controls the govProductions will donate money to the annual
ernment with 166 seats. The bringing about both bloody vioJCU "MDA Dance Marathon"
"colored" house, the House of lence and thecontinuanceofpower
Representatives for the mixed of the Nation Party, the situation
races, contains only 85 seats. in South Africa seems bleak.
However, there is a possible up
Finally, the Indian and Asian race
Transportation to and from the stadium will be
have 45 seats in the House of side to the elections. The eight
provided.
month old Democratic Party made
Delegates.
EACH PERSON MUST SIGN A CONTRACT!!!
Each house plays a role in the remarkable gains for its first election.
Now
the
future
of
the
Nalegislative process, but these are
minor roles compared to the presi- tional Party will most likely lean
SEE LISA HECKMAN IN THE DEAN OF
dent's 60 member council which towards the left because of the
by Chris1ine Poleon,
Forum Writer

1?.p[[ing Stones rru~ts .f2lnyone?
Tickets for;cthe September 27th
cdncert are still available!!!
Responsible individuals are
needed who will:

STUDENTS OFFICE FOR INFORMATION

America's
No.1
Study Aid!!
GET TWO 10"
CHEESE PIZZAS

$6.99
Additional Toppings $.99

381-5555
1982 Warrensville Ctr.
One offer per pizza. Our
drivers carry less than $20.
Limited delivery area. Valid
on original pizza only.

We need a poll staff:
If you are interested In
conducting surveys for the
forum section.
please call
397-4479 or 397-4398
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Bush·s drug plan: an assertive attack
by Brion McCarthy, Forum Writer
The opening salvo in the "War on Drugs" fired by
President Bush on Sept. 5 properly poswres the federal
government against the muhilateral consequences of
America's insatiable appetite. The Bush plan attempts to
combat the ubiquitous drug problem by addressing the
demand foremost, along with the effects which this demand has wrought. Concurrently, the president's plan
correctly underfunds the projected "war'' at the national
level in an effon to stimulate state and local ingenuity and
industry.
The fiTSt shot of this nominal war is aimed primarily at
the demand for drugs which differs fundamentally with
former executive policy in this regard. The beginning of
the new president's drug effort tacitly presumes that former policies bave failed; the Bush plan blames their failure
upon the primary focus on drug supplies coming mostly
from South America.
Fighting the domestic demand for drugs is, perhaps, an
even broader challenge than sealing off U.S. borders from
drug imports, yet the Sept 5 plan poses just such a challenge. Unfortunately, whileexpertsagreethatthisdemand
for drugs is exceeding the public's ability to resist, there is
little concrete evidence which points toward a single coherent policy to deter demand.
.Bush's plan identifies all levels of education as poten-

tial points of impact. By instilling the proper values of
drug-freesuccess through education the president believes
the youth, predominantly at risk, will opt against drugs.
Realistically, a large part of the problem cannot be
treated retroactively through education. Current drug

By enacting an austere program the administration
hopes to spur grass roots efforts ro develop more effective
programs as well as policy. The proposed figure of $7.8
billion is roundly criticized as too small to curb the drug
problem while Colombian drug revenues-placed at nearly
$4 billion annually-are perceived as endless.
The compounding effects ofdrug use, such as crime and
violence, are costly for society at large. Therefore, it is
appropriate that this policy, designed to encourage effectiveresponse from the most embattled portions of society,
will succeed in its effort The crux of this line of reasoning
lies in the fact that the administration must fund these
effective responses aggressively when they are identified.

abuserscannotbe"taught"tomerelysay no. Thus,theplan
includes expanded aid for treaunent facilities which will
restore cuts made during the previous eight years.
Partoftheaura ofademand-centereddrugpolicy is that
the attempt, despite earnest intent. is largely futile. Statistics indicate that the effects ofeducation are neutralized by
overriding social forces and that drug treatment programs
offer little hope to those abusing drugs---<:oeaine and crack:
especially.

It would be naive to believe that this ftrstround ofeffort
against the plague of drugs will produce any immediate,
positive results. This plan will, however, give good indication of what form the "war'' should take. President
Bush's plan rightly identifies ..demand," that is ourselves,
as the enemy and our response as the solution.
Once these effective responses are successfully elicited
and then properly funded at the federal, state and local
levels, this country will be able to fight fairly against this
social pandemic.
Our demand will grow much worse before the presently
ambivalent society galvanizes into social action.

McCarthy, a ~nior, i.s a political .science major.

Poor pay for drug war
by Tom Cetebrezze.
SlaftWwler
Bush's plan to rake $410 million (or 55 percent of the Drug
War budget) from low-income
programs is another confirmation
of the Republican Party's agenda
to pass the problems of the underclass onto the broken back oflocal
governments.
Politicians and analysts have
been criticizing Bush's idea for its
likely ineffectiveness. Meanwhile, Bush is riding a wave of
media hype and popular support,
His advisors continue to whisper
what he wants to hear.
Those who do not directly experience the effects ofcocaine addiction will not stop to think why
someone would use the drug.
But we are shown the violence
and the tables of victims and thefts.

We buy locks and garage door
opencn. We pace ourselves on
Chester Avenue so as not to get
caught at a red light We pass the
slum painlessly everyday.
Bruised black: mothers whose
husbands use crack are frequently
spotlighted on TV saying that they
wish something would be done.
The rest of America watches in
smug satisfaction as their conscience is appeased, and when the
mini-cam is gone, that woman is
still standing there in the middle
ofthesameslum, holding the same
crying baby, still unemployed.
Even ifwestopcocaine,people
need to eat
Decent education, health care,
housing, and food---do you consider them privileges?

Celebrezze i.s an English and
biology double major.
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Chorale headed to D.C.
Will play at opening of Supreme Court
Amid the clamor and din of piano playing and mixed choral voices, Dr. Jo Lanier, John Carroll University Chorale conductor, could be heard interjecting detailed instructions during practice for its most prestigious performance.
The John Carroll Society, a group of prominent Washington D.C.lawyers, also alumni of JCU, recently
requested that the chorale perform pre- and post-mass music for what is known as the Red Mass. a Roman
Catholic mass opening the Supreme Court and the judicial year in our nation's capitol.
The Society chose the chorale group in honor of the anniversary of its namesake, the Bishop John Carroll
and the anniversary of the Jesuit Order.
Sixty-five chorale members and a double brass quintet wiU leave the university Sept 30 10 two buses to
perform Oct 1 during the exclusive mass for over 1,000 government officials.
Dr. Lanier, also coordinator/director of the music division, accepted the challenge of preparing a fresh
group of singers for such a distinguished performance, starting the first day of her job here at Carroll.
Since then, she has promoted the chorale through a personalized newsleuer called the Music News Aash.
made several promotional posters and has arranged, with the cooperation of the chorale officers. numerous
opponunities for registration in the program.
Her efforts have been bountifully rewarded as this year's chorale exceeds the previous participation
record by 43 members. At the fli'St organizational meeting, over 60 members attended, and were so eager
that she held an unplanned rehearsal.
"A chorale is a smaller group than a choir, but our group has grown so that we may have to change the
name LO the JCU Choir. It presently holds the name JCU Chorale as a hold-over from last year's smaller
group," Dr. Lanier explained.
Another first, chorale participants may take voice lessons from Dr. Lanier as a supplement lO achieve the
highest level of vocal performance. Not only does this help the chorale sound better, but it also contributes
to the srudent's grade, having an impact on the participant's GPA.
Dr. Lanier's background includes a D.M.A., equivalent to a Ph.D., in vocal arts and another in voice
performance.
Monetary support for the trip to Washington will be through funding set aside for the music budget, the
general funds of the University and a contribution from the Alumni Association.
•• by Della Thacker

Vibrant Swenson
appointed Dean
by Alice Carle
News Reporter
John Carroll Umversity recently appomted Dr. Elizabeth
Swenson as the new Dean of
Student Career DevelopmenL
The office of Student Career
Development helps students
prepare for, plan, and begin their
careers. According to the Student Career DevelopmentProgress Repon,the staff"is ready 10
assist students m the various
phases of career planning, IO·
cluding the selection of studies,
identifying interests and abilities, obtaining career related
work experience, and final job
placement"
In addition to spending more
time on talent searches "to keep
track of the academicaUy best
and to encourage them to go to
graduate school," Dr. Swenson
would like to expand cooperative education m the legal field,

arts management, and social
service jobs and hopes 10 "widen
geographic placement," bringing to the program companies
and recruiters from other areas.
She also encourages senJOrS to
signupearlyforthcsemorplacement service so as not to miss
out on numerous job opponunites.
Dr.Swenson,formcrlyaprofessor of psychology for 15
years. assumed her new postLion Septl.
"lt allows me to use my
background in psychology and
law to affectstudents in a totally
different way." she said.
"[Dr. Swenson] IS very enthusiastic and will bring new
dimensions to the program,"
said Dr. Max 1. Kcch, former
Dean of Studem Career Development and current director of
International Studies.

Aggarwal releases
Cartoll University

significant study
as well as investOrs and businesses.
"If the wrong rate of interest is
used to discount future pension
Dr. Raj Aggarwal, the Edward benefits, individuals may not reJ. and Louise E. Mellen Chair pro- ceive their pensions," Aggarwal
fessor, and professor of finance at said.
Co-authored by Charles H.
John Carroll University, recently
published a study entitled, "Dis- Gibson, professor ofaccounting at
counting in Financial Accounting the University of Toledo, Aggarand Reporting: Issues in the Lit- wal's study was sponsored by
Financial fuecutives Research
erature."
Results of the study may sig- Foundation. the research affiliate
nificantly impact present account- of Financial Executive Institute, to
assist both the Financial Accounting standards.
According to Aggarwal, dispar- ing Standards Board and its conity was found in the current use of stituents in understanding the isdiscounting principles. While dis- sues relating to discounting.
The study, published by FERF,
counting is currently used in pension and lease accounting, it is not highlights the discussions of disused to measure deferred income counting in accounting literature
tax liabilities or to recognize war- from the early 1920stothepresent,
ranty accruals or unearned reve- examines the endorsement of and
the prohibitions against discountnue.
"We were surprised by our fmd- ing in accounting standards, and
ings," Aggarwal said. "There is gives examples of problems in apnot only a lack of consistency in plying discounting techmques.
It also includes an annotated
practice, but also a lack of consisbibliography of over 150 articles,
tency in accounting rules."
The concept of discounting books and studies on the subject of
involves determining the time value discounting.
Aggarwal has held his profesof money. For example, it is used
by companies in estimating fund- sorshipsatJCU since 1987. He is a
ing levels of pension plans for graduate of the Indian Institute of
employees. Aggarwal cautioned Technology,New Delhi, India, and
that the inconsistencies in discount- received his M.B.A. and D.B.A.
ing may affect the average worker from Kent State University.

ECOMING'89

By Sue Zurkovski
Assistant News Editor

The Alumni Association invites you to attend

The Alumni Welcome Back Party
Friday, October 6, 1989
WHERE: Cafeteria
WHEN: 8 p.m.- 2 a.m

Cost: $2.00
Beer: $1.00

Soft drinks free

ADMISSION BY INVITATION ONLY
SENIORS MUST PICK UP THEIR INVITATION IN THE
ALUMNI OFFICE. YOUR STUDENT I. D. IS REQUIRED. Office
hours are 8:30a.m.- 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
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Carroll Quarterly seeks creativity
by Brlgid Reilly
Campus Ute Editor

"The Carroll Quarterly is
now accepting contributions.
Poems, short sroriu,picturesand
drawings may be hanthd into the
Secretary ofthe English Departml!nt."
How many times have you
walked past that advertisment and
cringed? Not because of the
wording or anything but as an
English major you felt that you
"HAD"to contribute something.
This year I decided that although I wasn't ready to contribute, I wanted to get involved.
Tallcing to the people that worked
and promoted the Quarterly Irealized that most people at John
Carroll do not really understand
the basic premise for its publication, myself included. Abraham
Lincoln would call il"of the students, by thestudents,forthestudents."
The Carroll Quarterly is a
literary magazine that is published by John Carroll University. Works are contributed by

Literary magazine increases publication to twice a year
The Quarterly should be restudents, faculty, alumni and
friends of the Carroll commu- garded as a forum of writers,
nity. Years ago, the Quarterly photographers and artists who
was published four times a year. would like to share their talents
Budgeting cut the number of and works with their peers.
publications down to once a year.
Laura Dougherty is this year's
Until now.
editor in chief. She would like
Thanks to the efforts of Dr. to encourage more response
David LaGuardia, Chairman of from the student body.
the English Department, the
"Poetry is something that eveQuarterlywill be published twice ryone should enjoy, not just
this year, once each semester. English majors, creative works
LaGuardia pushed for an increase speak for all," said Dougherty.
in the publication because he felt
Dougherty also wanted to
that the Quarterly is a vital fonn stress that the Quarterly is not
of expression for the students.
limited to upperclassmen. Fresh'There are very few creative men and sophmores are encouroutlets like this on campus," said aged to contribute.
LaGuardia
Submission does not guarThe Quarterly provides an op- antee publication but each conportunity for students to share tributor is assured fair assesstheir talents with others. It's not ment of his or her work. Those
meant to be intimidating, only who are interested in more inencouraging.
fonnation can meet with Laura
LaGuardia feels that the Quar- Dougherty on Monday, Septemterly is "unique in the sense that it ber 25 at 4:30 in the Jdlewood
solicits what people think impor- Seminar Room.
tant enough to express."
If you know anyone who

FJag football season

•

IC

s off

Coach refines intramural program
by Nick Mlacbak

As the fall semester progresses and students begin to
focus on their studies, the John
Carroll intramural office is also
well under way in its task of providing students with a chance to
participate in many different
sportS, whether on land or in
water, using a table or a net
Coach Grove Jewett, Director of Intramurals, shares in this
enthusiasm, "Our objective is to
provide an excellent program
which wiJl give intramurals a
touch of class."
The fltSt activity underway
for the fall semester, flag football, boasts pan.icipation of over
450 students including players,
officials, and supervisors. The
flag football program, which
began on Monday. incorporates

71 regular season games, covering six leagues (four uppM:lass
divisions,onefreshmandivision,
and one women'sdivision).
In addition to football, the
inttamural office is offering rae-

Oct 17.
One of the goals that the intramural program would like to see
realized is that of more visability
on John Carroll's campus. Registration has been held in the

"Our objective is to provide an
excellent program which will give
intramurals a touch of class."

-Coach Grove Jewett "

should submit their work please
encourage them to do so and remember:
" Tis to create, and
in creating live
A being 17Wre intense,that
we endow
With form our fancy,
gaining as we give
The life we image."
(Byron: Chllde Harold ID.vl.)

Submission
deadline for the
Fall Publication Is
October 23.
Spring Issue
deadline is March
5, 1990.

<CAmm<O>IWL <CAILJEWlD>IEm <O>IF IEWIEW1I'~
AWlD> OOIEIE1I'IIW<G~
The An Club will conduct a
meeting on Thursday, Sept. 21
at 7:30 p.m. in the Murphy
Room.
Pi Theta Mu. The Society
For The Appreciation of Music, will have a meeting on
Thursday,Sept. 21 at5:30p.m.
inAD259.
The University Club invites
all men ro it's fall smoker on
Friday, Sept. 22 at 8:00p.m. in
the Jardine Room.

The first indoor soccer
meeting will be held on Friday,
Sepl22 at4:00 p.m. in the Inn
Between.

The ROTC annua15K run
will be on Sarurday, Sept 23 at
9:30a.m.. Registration begins
at 8:15 am. and the fee will be
$8.00 the day of the race, $7.00
before that day. Please contact

@N 4r-IHHE

the ROTC office with further
questions.
For those~ who are interested in a trip to Steamboat.
Colorado during Christmas
brealc, a meeting will be held on
Monday. Sept 25 at 9:30p.m. in
the Jardine Room.
Lambda Alpha Tau. The ScienceFrorority, will have a pledge
meeting on Tuesday, SepL 26 at
7:00 p.m. in the Science Building room 168.
The Sociology Club will hold
an organizational meeting on
Wednesday,SepL27at4:00p.m.
in the AD building sociology
department
The Perkins Loan Sign-up
will be held on September 26
and 27 from 9:00 am. to 11:00
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. to 4:30p.m.
at the business office in Rodman

~IH~

WUJC Highlight
On Swulay,Monday and Tuesday evenings join thcD.J.'sat WUJC
88:7~Mfor four hours of Atmosphere music.

quetball. ping-pong, volleyball
and water-polo. Registration for
racquetball and ping-pong tournaments will be held from Sept.
25-0ct 10. Sign-upsforwatcrpolo and volleyball will run from
Oct 7 - Oct. 11. Play for all
sports are scheduled to begin on

P:J{J Y'LLP!Jf.:lL T.J{'E/T.!JL
(The International Honorary History Society)

is having their Fall Rush
from Sept. 20 - Oct. 4.
For more information, contact the history department secretary, Martha, at 397-4366.

Atrium during dinner hours in
order to provide students with an
easy opportunity to group and
sign up. lnfonnation on the program as well as game scores is
also available on the bulletin
board located outside the intramural office.

DoogPeiper, Kenyon Mau, Dan Georges, Brian Miller, and Kevin
Mulvihill will carry you through the night hours by way of their .
new age programs.
The ownbecof the WUJC request line is 397-4438.

A1"'lriB.N'lliiON ALL STUDJaN1'S
Please respect the rules of the Grasseli Library by not
bringing in any food or drink to supplement your
studies. Carry your study breaks over to the Inn
Between.
A void contributing to the problem or late night study
bugs won •t be the only critters roaming the stacks.
Thank: You.
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Much ado about McAdoo in Kulas
by Casey McEvoy, Asst. Campus Life Editor
This semester's theater production has been placed under the
direction ofa vibrant and talented
new addition to the John Carroll
Communications DeparunenL,
Mrs. "Just call me Harper"
McAadoo.
Harper McAdoo brings a
wealth of experience with her to
John Carroll University, having
taught and directed at Case Westem Reserve University, Cleveland State University, and Hiram
College. McAdoo has also been
a member of the Cleveland Playhouse Main Acting Company, as
well as a d irector there. She is
presently an actor and a director
in the newly founded Cleveland
Actors Theater Company.
A graduate of The College of
William and Mary, McAdoo was
a philosophy major. In addition
to enjoying teaching, MacAdoo
claims that she has always had
the theater in her blood. In 1969
she decided to tum to acting.
Students now benefit from her
teaching and acting experience.
..,, bas always been a passion;
therefore, it has now become a
lifestyle," said McAdoo.
Acting and directing are her
main areas of intaest. but MeAdoo teaches in order to balance
her perspective of the theater.
This semester' s production
will be "You Can't Take It With

Accordmg to McAdoo, "You
Can't Take It With You" is a play
about a mad-cap family of eccentrics with generous heartS. These
individuals do not conform to the
conventions of society, but rather
live their lives according to their
own fantastical whims.
AI though this play can be considered a timeless classic, it is
also an example of a period piece.
"You Cru ~t Take It With You"
brings one to realize how many
elements oflife have been altered
during the past SO years. The
obvious differences stem from the
World War II era. The less obvious, such as the roles that government, women and minorities had
in society are a reflection of what
maybeconsideredasimplertime.
"The characters weave their
spell on us and make us envious
of their lives and more aware of
our fast moving world," said
McAdoo.
This play was originally chosen, and was to be directed by
Christine Urbaniak. McAdoo and
the cast have dedicated the production to Urbaniak's memory.
"It is both a challenge and an
bonor 10 take .she pJace of sameone so loved This playcan remind
all of us of the vibrancy of her
spirit" said MccAdoo.
The opening night of "You
Can't Take It With You" will be

You" which was originally writtenandproducedin1939byplaywright, director and theater critic
George S. Kaufmann.
"This play has pleased audiencessinceit wasftrStproduced,"
. said McAdoo "it is an old chest'nut; an o ld warhorseofthestage."
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

on the first night of Parents
Weekend, Friday, Nov .3. The
play is also scheduled to run on
Saturday, Nov. 4, Friday, Nov.
10, and Saturday. Nov. 11. Curtain time is 8 p.m..

t----------1
BUSINESS

Capabie, trusawonhy, energedc
person wanted to ciean bouse
weekly for young professional
Walking distance from
Call371-1108weekday

home In trlendly, quiet, stncle

ramlly neighborhood. $4501
month, 6 mooth lease. 397-0867.
BABYSITTER NEEDED tor my
2 chUdren ages 4 years and 20
months. Hours flexible around
yourclasssc:hedule. Drivers
preferred. Shaker Heights. 4641682, Naade.

-rrwndly co-workers
We Invite you to apply at our
University Heights store, 1nuou11'll
throuala Friday 10-6. Equal
opportunity employer.

Wuted: Spring Break Sales
Representadve. Average $3500
In rommls.'llons working partpositions. Loving, trustworcapable persons wanted for 1------------~ time, nulble hours, plus n-ee
vacations to Cancun, Bahamas,
care and Ught housekeepATTENTION COMMUTERS!
Bermuda, RJo,etc. Call va,ratlln,.
part-Ume afternoons and
Free room and board In exPlanners, 1-800-47-PARTY.
_ .. ____, --,~,..rhrevenlngs. Walking distance change for very reaonable
• • • • • • • • • .._. • • • •
JCU. CaU 371-1108
babysitting. Within walking
evenings.
dlstancefromJCU. Single
PERSONALS

: The following Carroll students
•
will be appearin. gin
••
• "You Can't Take It With You"

••
••
Margie Barbera
••
•
Paul Beckwith
•
••
Jerry Bjeloptra
•
••
••
Connie Brown
Marcus
Calvert
•
••
••
Jennifer Cook
•
Pete Cooney
••
••
John Demsber
••
••
Steve.Fink
John Hovancsek
••
••
David Kaleal
••
DougKusak
•••
Brian O 'MaUile
•••
••
Tricia:Rae
••
•
Kathleen Reichart
••
Scott Rukavina
•
••
••
Lucia Wasserbauer
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1------------t

I-----------IL~p=u~e=nt=·~S~u=sl~e~19~1~-~11~44~.---~~--~~~~-:~----~
TTS:'"''I"lrn~-GOVER~"MENT
Interested In Hakko-Ryu -a
Pick-up and delivery messenger.
Workaroundyourcla.sssc:hedule. Must have own car. Parttlme. Call831-8883.

TTI~~onn~-GOVE~ENT

WANTED: Anyone who knows
of a male who needs an apartment at OSU. Two guys are
seeking a roommate to move In
1- - - - - - - - - - - ; ASAP. CaiJSara,371-76S2 .
ATTENTION- EARN MONEY
WORKING YOUR WAY
READING BOOKS! $32,000/
THROUGH COLLEGE? DO
year Income potential. Details.
YOU NEED EXTRA MONEY?
(1) 602-838-8885 Ext. Bk 8160.
May Company, tbe friendly
HELP WANTED • bousecle.a nlng store, wants to help you! We are
looking for motlvat~ people who
service. Part-time., transportaare Interested In giving superior
necasary. Start at $6/bour.
customer service. We offer:
COJilta•ct Kathy at932-6321 or
-competitive
at 261-4944.
wages
- nexible hours
bedroom apartment, 3 blocks to
- discounts
newly renovated coach
from $100. Fords,
IMercede~s. Corvettes, Chevys.
Buyers Guide. 1·602~~~~~ Ext. A 8160.

tradltlonatJapanesemartialart?
Call JCU grad at 752-4919 (Joe).
Hola Nlna. Como estas?
Bridget: How's Brendan and
where's tbe ft-og?
Baby - Good Luck at OSU - I
Love You! Beav.
D.C. - How's Meatloaf? Kath &
Laur.
Mfmle - We'll pendl you In
anytime.
Kathie, bad any late-night snacks
lately?
Alida, itt's get some pllza
rollin' In!!!

T
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Bush says he's 'flexible' regarding plan
WASHINGTON (AP) _President Bush promised Friday to be
flexible amid Democratic demands for a boost in drug war
spending, while the Rev. Jesse L.
Jackson said the plan fails to
·'match the breadth of this social
crisis. ••
Bush told reporters after a
luncheon in the StateDining Room
that he still prefers the$ 7.9 billion
drug war he unveiled on national
television last week but added,
"we're flexible."
Jackson, testifying on Capitol
Hill, told lawmakers that the
"Bush plandoesnotwagewaron

material and spiritual poverty,
which are the preconditions for
the drug crisis.''
He said the plan underestimateS the arsenals ofdrug dealers,
lacks sufficient fund~ and needs
input from national and community leaders with experience in
fighting the drug problem.
Their remarks cae as Senate
negotiators of both parties met for
two hours and broke reporting
progress in the quest for afinancing compromise.
"It was a good step," Senate
AppropriationsCommiueeChairman Robert C. Byrd, D-W.Va.,

told a news conference foUowing
the meeting.
••At this point, I would say
that everything is very much on
the table,'' Sen. MarkHatfield,ROre., said.
But a Byrd plan to generate an
additional $2.2 billion for the drug
war with a half-percent, acrossthe-board cut in federal programs.
opposed by the administration, remained part of a transportation
bill awaiting final action.
The administration is opposed
to the cut, which would slice $1.8
billion out of the Defense Department's budget

Hatfield said Republicans
would present an alternative financing plan when the IS-member negotiating task force returns
to the bargaining table Monday.
Repeated applause and a few
shouts of approval from spectators marked Jackson's testimony
before the House select committee on narcotics.
"We need a new initiative
equal to the scope and depth of the
problem,'' the former Democratic
presidential hopeful said.
Jackson shook: hands warmly
with national drug policy director
William J. Bennett, who preceded

him as a witness at the hearing, but
his remarks were sharply critical
of both Bennett and Bush.
"ln April, Mr. Benneu announced that he would lake comprehensive emergency action to
auack the drug crisis in the nation's capital," he said. "Five
months later, we still have the
emergency but no action."
•'President Bush announced a
drug plan for Bogota, Colombia.
Where is his plan for the District
of Columbia and cities around the
nation?" said Jackson, who is
believed to be weighing a race for
mayor of Washington.

Ohio to receive $10 mil Drug plan gets :mixed teviE~Ws qt ·J cU
as result of Bush's plan by Tom ~lebreeze ~==========_,:::=:=:=~:=~:=:=~~====~
'

WASHINGTON (AP) _Ohio would emerge as an overall winner
infederalfundingunderPresidentBush'santi-drugproposal,receiving
about$10 million more in grant money that it would lose from budget
cuts proposed to pay for the plan, according to two studies.
An analysis of Bush's proposal by Federal Funds Information for
States found that Ohio wouJd receive $23.3 million in new federal
drug-fighting money during fiscal1990 while losing $12.5 million
from four programs the president has proposed cutting.
A similar but less comprehensive study by House Democrats
estimated that Ohio would gain $20 million in new federal money for
drug programs but would lose $8.7 million from spending reductions
.__......~ needed to ,ay for the Bush drug plan.
Overall , grams to state and local governments account for $499
million of me $716 million in federal spending Bush proposed in hjs
anti-drug initiative. Butthe$751 million in budget cuts Bush suggested
as a way to finance the new spending include $604 million in state and
local grants.
The Bush plan calls for large increases in federal grants to state and
local government for law enforcement and drug rreatrnent and prevention programs, and reductions in allocations to the states for juvenile
justice assistance, economic development. and health and welfare
assistance for new immigrants.
In addition, the Bush plan would take money from public housing
operating subsidies and use it to increase security at drug-plagued
public housing projects.
The study by FFIS, a research group affiliated with the National
Governors· Association and the National Association ofState Legislatures, found that 23 states actually would receive less federal aid under
the Bush anti-drug plan than they currently are receiving.
In Ohio, the Bush plan would provide$12.3 million in new grants
for drug ueatmentand prevention programs, $8.4 million in new law
enforcement assistance, and $2.5 million in increasing spending for
public housing security, according to the study by FFIS.

20°/o discount On

student haircuts
. ..everyday lwrth~JCUIO

3239 Warrensville Ctr. Rd. - Just before Van Aken
Only seven minutes from campus!

the hair
happening
921-8181

BuSh.•s drug plan rece;ved
reviews frOm,.two John
0\rroll faculty.
Fauter)tlch.ie Salmi -of camPuS mmistrt said "I don't envy
the.PresidentJ'mgladhe'sdQing
sor.nelhing. but I !Jlink its one aimentional.'i:
:: Salmi said 'that.Bush's"'get~
!;008h plan~ is likely io 59Ive
the problem. ''While we'have to
have some.bi.w enforcement, we
W*>< · •· e4uc:etioD •
treatment as~ ..' ·
·
PsychologyprofessorThomas
Evans said, uloolieve he has the
tight idea:Drugs are our number
·.·
one problem."
Why do people· use drugs?
..Most people use any lcind of
drug to escape reality. Wealthy

miXed

not

I

y

pepple)llig~lusethern.~awayo~

,~ingwiih'thepressu¢softheir

peopleseenoft!JUte/'Salmi_said:

F:vans point~ out'thai:'drUg

''jobs1u{d fan:iily :life..'..fOr othe~&it ,use cuts acrosicliss distincuons.
. might be_a :way of ~leafing· with.
.:poverty.'~ Salmi sai<f""
·
·
Psychologically. ··••cOCaine
gives peOplea sense of pow,er and
control wlletber.ornotthey;arein

~ .'lt'sreallynotalOwer·cJass.prob

lem,''" aJthougtt< "most (drug-re~
lated) ~arrests ~ ill the lower
cta:Ss.~·
·

>:
~m-yans .called :-for ':i Uu-eepon~l o(:ibeb;ji~~. "Ev~~Sai(l. f 'pr<mged attack: "He's-got td deal

•• CraC~. or rock cocaine, is psy- ,
cbolqgically $0 'addicting that
usersareaddictedafteroneortwo
uSes...
~.
. .
"We ha..:e to 'build people s
self-wortbandself-esteembyproviding jobs, an education, ·and a
future," Salmi said. "I don't think
we can sOlve this problem by
throwing-money," he added.
"The whole <lrug problem
stems from situations in which

with tbe'the casual users, the addieted users, :and}he drug cartels;"
~'
batdeSt ~ !M! be
International &ug carle~.~w;::;ho~
have multiple billions of dollars
at stake, Evans said, adding "I
don't think he's going to be able
to deal with that, quite honest1 y."

ne

NEWS QUIZ*NEWS QUIZ*NEWS QUIZ

How much do you remember about the stories that have been in the news recently? If you score
rewer than five correct answers, you have been spending too much time watching television. H you get
eight or more right, you rate an ''A."
1. Federal drug policy direcLOr William Bennett said American soldiers arc training anti-drug forces in
Colombia and may do the same in: (a) Peru and Venezuela; (b) Brazil and Bolivia; (c) Peru and Bolivia.
2. An EPA official said Exxon Corp. will be required to complete the cleanup of the Alaskan oil spill next
spring or: (a) face criminal negligence charges; (b) pay the federal government to finish the job; (c) pay the
state $500 million in damages.
3. Former president Ronald Reagan, who underwent brain surgery, was disclosed to have suffered a
previous blood clot on the brain: (a) two years ago; (b) two months ago; (c) last month.
4. The Bureau of Justice Statistics reported the nation's prison population in the first six months of the
year: (a) declined by some 46,000; (b) increased by about46,000; (c) increased by 146,000.
5. The College Board reported college-entrance test scores fell again in the past school year for: (a) the
second; (b) third; (c) fourth consecutive year.
6. Thousands ofEastGermans flooded into West Germany after the frontier was opened between Austria
and the Communist nation of: (a) Romania; (b) Hungary; (c) Czechoslovakia.
7. Police breaking up demonstrations in South Africa have been ordered to stop using: (a) rubber bullets;
(b) wooden batons; (c) rubber whips.
8. The Smithsoniim Institution agreed to return to Indian tribes the skeletal remains of ancestors for: (a)
display in a National Museum of the American Indian; (b) archeological examination; (c) reburial.
9. In Kentucky, a methane gas explosion resuJted in the nation's worst coal mine disaster in five years,
killing: (a) 10; (b) 12; (c) 15 miners.
10. The Bush administration agreed to a Democratic plan to finance the president's anti-drug program
with: (a) deep cuts in military spending; (b) small across-the-board cuts; (c) higher taxes on liquor and
cigarettes.
q·o1 -e·6 :rg 'J.L q·9 'J·~ q·~ q·£ q·z 'J.l :smw.sNV

Associated Press
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Hungary says reforms more important than unity
BUDAPEST, Hungary (AP) _
A senior official said Friday that
Hungary is allowing East GermanstofleetotheWestbecauseit
values democratic reforms more
than East bloc unity. East Germany'sleadershipangrilyrejected
calls for similar reforms.
Officials in Budapest also said
the Soviet Union has not exerted

any pressure on Hungary, a Warsaw Pact ally, to stop the exodus
ofEastGermansoveritsAustrian
border.
In East Berlin, officials acknowledgedfortheflCSttimelhat
theexoduswascausingaharmful
drain of young, skilled workers.
Also Friday, West German
counterintelligence officials said

they are worried that Communist
East Germany may have slipped a
few sp1es among the refugees.
They promised help to any such
spies who turned themselves in.
Officials said about 14,000
refugees had arrived since midnight Sunday, when Hungary
decided to empty out its burgeoning refugee camps by letting the

Hurricane hits Puerto Rico
Agencies send aid in wake of Hugo
W ASIDNGTON (AP) _ An 1,000 pairs of high-heeled shoes
organization of voluntary relief to victims of a Mexican earthagencies is urging the public to quake, while boots and wool
donate cash rather than goods to sweaters were offered to Jamaica
help communities struck by Hur- after a hurricane last year and
earthquake victims in Peru got
ricane Hugo.
The request came as the pow- 7,000 bras.
In other cases relief workers
erful storm lashed PuertO Rico
after battering the U.S. Virgin Is- had to deal with large amounts of
lands and other tourist havens, outdated or inappropriate medicaleaving at least nine people dead tions, such as arthritis pills doand thousands homeless.
nated to earthquake victims, or
The request for donations was foods that could not be used bemade in an effort to avoid prob- cause of lack of cooking facilities
lems that have occurred in several or local dietary restrictions.
past disasters, when relief agen"Goods should not be colcies wereinundaled with unneeded lected or sent unless they have
goods that hampered delivery of been requested by the disasterstricken country or private volunneeded items.
For example. people donated tary organizations," saidlnterAc-

tion, a membership group of rei ief
agencies.
When a need is identified following a disaster,local American
Red Cross chapters can help report which supplies are needed,
InterAction suggested.
Otherwise, cash is the best way
to make a contribution, because
relief workers can then purchase
goods that are aclUally needed, officials said.
InterAction represents about
120 voluntary organizations, including American Red Cross,
CARE, Save the Children, World
Vision, Oxfam and the Christian
Children's Fund.

East Germans leave without their
government's permission.
Another 10,000 refugees have
escaped illegally since Hungary
began dismantling border bamers
with Austria in May.
West German officials said
500 East Germans arrived late
Thursday and early Friday, and
the West German charity registering new arrivals in Hungary said
about 300 more were en route to
the border.
In Bonn, the Foreign Ministry
said 60 East Germans are holed up
at the West German Embassy in
Warsaw and 170attheembassyin
Prague, Czechoslovakia, also
demanding to emigrate.
There is little hope they will
succeed. Polish leaders have urged
caution in the matter, and Prague
has refused to sanction a migra-

ters, said in an interview with the
government daily Magyar Hirlap
and the state MTI news agency
that Hungary·sreform policies are
more Important than keeping up
an •mage of unity in the East bloc.
•'Wecannotremove measures
held to be important by us in the
light of a possible disagreement
byoneofourallies," Kovacs said.
''Subjugating Hungary's interests
to others for good relations is not
the answer.''
A surge of border crossings
Thursday followed news repons
that the border would soon close.
Butcomments by Hungarian officials Friday appeared calculated
to dispel such fears.
Magyar Hirlapquoted government spokesman Zsolt Bajnok as
saying there has been no decision
on when the border will be clo9ed.
''As soon as the extraordinary
tion.
Laszlo Kovacs, one of three situation is normalized, order wiJJ
Hungarian deputy foreign minis- berestoredaLthebotder," Bajnok
was auoted as savioR.

collegiate crossword

ATlONAL NEWS BRIEFS*NATIONAL
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) _ State Assemblyman
William Hoyt, who finished a disappointing third in
thecity'sDemocratic mayoral primary, has dropped
out of the race and endorsed Wilbur Trammell in the
November election.
"Clearly,thereisonlyroom fortwocandidatesin
this race,'' Hoyt said. •'Therefore, for the good of
our community, I have decided to set aside my own
ambitions and give Judge Trammell that one-on-one
opportunity to beat Mayor (James) Griffin."
Trammell, who is trying to become the city's fJTSt
black mayor, intends to challenge Griffm on arJ
independent line.
Hoyt said he and Trammell "both feel strongly
that the voters of Buffalo deserve a clear and unifed
alternative to the policies of the Iast12 years.''
Hoyt said that as a result of meetings with Trammell he would also withdraw a challenge to Trammell's independent petitions.
Griffin is stilt challenging the petitions.
DETROIT (AP) _The city of Detroit will spend
$170.9 million in site preparation costs for Chrysler
Corp.'s new Jefferson Avenue Assembly Plant,
sparlcingaCityCouncildebateabouttheinvesunent
With Chrysler ex pee ted to employ 3.500 workers
atthe$1 billion plant on thecity's lowereastside, the
cost per job comes to at least $48,828, Finance
Director Bella Marshall said in a report released
Thursday.
The site preparation costs represent about twothirds of the $264.3 million in total government
money committed to the project The remainder
includes city loans and state and federal grants used
to acquire the property and demolish and clear the
640-acre site, Marshall said earlier.

The council is expected to vote soon on whether
to approve a bond issue that would cover $130
million of the $170.9 million site preparation price
tag. The rest of the city's share is being financed
through federal loans and other Detroit bonds committed to the project.
Interest on the proposed bond issue has not been
determined, and the cost per job does not include a
SIS million federal grant, Marshall said. Those
expenditures could raise the per-job cost to $52,000,
she said.
Chrysler has said it plans to begin building Jeeps
by 1992 at the new plant after transferring 3,500
workers from its existing Jefferson Avenue facility.
The city has granted the automaker a $103-million,
12-year tax abatement Qn the new plant
CIDCAGO (AP) _ Although some critics have
accused the Roman Catholic Church of failing to
meet the needs of blacks, members of Chicago's 77
predominantly black parishes are divided on the
matter.
Some of the 125,000 black Catholics in the Archdiocese of Chicago's 417 parishes say they want
black-oriented music and readings, while others say
they are content with ttadition.
"We want to beCatholic, but we want to be black,
tOO,'' says Carol Moss, who recently joined St.
Sabina Church, a SouthS ide parish thathas a gospelstyle choir and out-of-the-mainstream readings and
prayers.
"This is where my heart is. This is my family,"
says Corrine Witcher, a black member of Presentation Church on the South Side, a parish that features
a traditional mass setting.

~Edward

ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17

20
21
22
23
24
33

34
35
36
38

French head
8asketball move
Raise October's birthstone
One-celled animal
'.50s song, e.g.
(var.)
Republican election
nighO.are (2 wds.)
Tyrants
Tennis tournament
favorite (2 wds.)
Hr. Whitney
Common tattoo word
House of 8e husan
I n t e r - (Lat.)
Mr. Waggoner
Eat Undeliverable ~11
or W4ter sprite
Chicken -

40
41 Fi rst-r~te
42 Word of warning
43 Compass point
44 Former Time Magazine
"Han of the Year"
(2 wds.)
49 To be announced:
abbr.

Julius

50 GrecIan 51 Classroom need
55 Stupid
59 Party meet lng of
sorts (2 wds.)
61 rootnote abbrevidtion
62 Miss Comaneci
63 Neon 64 Yield
65 Inexperienced
66 Do in, as a dragon

I
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13

18 Mr. Porter
19 "Out, damned-... "
24 Part of some
newsc.tsts
25 Diamond bungle
26 Lying flat
27 Omit In pronunelation
28 VP in '53
29 Tarnish, as 4
reputation
30 Coepeting
31 Actress Verdugo
DOWN
32 The Sisters
37 · - Story"
H.ry Lincoln 39 Of anc1ent II. Italy
Fencing sword
45 Casino words
Scottish caps
46 Adventurous
R011eo or Jul let,
41 Assa• silkworm
e.g.
48 Invalidates
Party supporter
51 The Odyssey. for
·corny as •.• ~
one
Cert•in doc
52 Cere~nial ganment
Newspaper sect ion , 53 Put on
for short
(cover up)
Washl ngton seaport !'14 Derma to logi ca 1 JUri<
O<liry product
55 "I cannot tell
(2 wds . )
56 Suffix for poet
Opposite of
S7 Legendary Roman
aweather
king
fixe
58
Catch sight of
The 81 g Apple's
60
Suffix for block .
finest (abbr.)
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·slack Rain· sheds a new light on justice
By Dominic Conti and Joe Cimperman
Life is seldom black and white. Good and evil, morality
and decadence, honor and disgrace-all of these mesh together to form a bLZZSre hybnd that can cut a swath in even
themostmundaneoflives.
Although the title of the movie "Black Rain" suggests
a definite shade, it is much more often the case that gray
takes precedence. In this action/thriller, Michael Douglas,
plays Nick Conklin, a cop who staggers the thin line of
justice with uncertain tread. His partner, Charlie Vincent,
played by Andy Garcia, walks on much more certain and
stable ground.

The movie centers around Conklin's pursuit of a JapanesemobstcrthroughthcbustlingstreetsofJapan. Conklin
needs to reestabllsh h1s good name after a few shady
assoc1ations mvolv1ng a payoff. In order to do this, he
needs to break up a money counterfeiting mob war that
makes the likes of AI Capone's dealings seem like a trifling
gameofMonopoly.
The labyrinth-like nature of the city lends itself well to
lhe incredible cinematography of this film. The director's
use of contrast between brilliant lights and stark shadows
aJmost creates a strange middle ground between black and
white film and color.
The middle of the movie was somewhat drawn out,
however. And, unfonunatcly. at times the plot was pre-

dictable. There was httle sterling acting to be found in this
film, aJthough no one disgraced themselves. Michael
Douglasdidanadequatc,butnotearth-shaueringportrayaJ
of a wayward cop. No molds were broken.
The best part of this mov1e was the complete and totaJ
conflict of culture, code, and creed. The clash that existed
between Japan's traditionaJ moraJ codes of honor and
respect, and America's tendency toward a dichotomy of
moraJ code is the impetus toward finding the true meaning
of justice.
The ending of this movie is a shocker. No clear lines of
right and wrong are drawn. The viewer is left with a sense
that justice is never quite black and white, but comes in
speckled shades of gray.

·vampire Lesbians·-need we say more?
,
By Joe Clmperman, Asst. Entertainment Editor
Attention all dementoes, perverts, or those just looking
for some good, clean fun! "Vampire Lesbians From
Sodom" and "Coma" are for you. These bizarre comedies
by Charles Busch have something for everyone-dance,
song, and even a flash of nudity.
Thesamecompanyofactorsandactressesperformedin
both productions. The ftrStplay, "Coma," is the story of a
beautiful, young model, played by Lisa Pacioriek. She is
trapped into modeling a certain polyester style for an
effeminate fashion designer.
To her great fonune, she is captured "au naturale" on
photograph and her fame skyrockets. This new star,

labeled "Briar Rose," is drugged with LSD and winds up in
a 20 year coma.
Afitnessdeityfmdsherinthe80'sandpullsheroutwith
vitamins and exercise. Everyone does tofu and lives
happily ever after.
The second play, "Vampire Lesbians of Sodom" kept
the audience laughing from start to finish. The action starts
in biblical Sodom with the lesbian vampire, played phenomenally by Richard M. Ross, sacrificing a young virgin
played by Andrew J. Mellen. The sacrifice involves a
neckbite and you know the old saying: Vampire makes
vampire. Now instead of one lesbian vampire, two are
destined to roam the earth.
These two unfonunates chase each other through time,
from Sodom to Hollywood to the strip in Vegas. The

climax comes when they realize their feelings for one
another. Hey,lesbian vampires need someone to love, too!
The writing is funny. The direction by WaJter E.
Grodzik is adequate. The zenith of this production is its
off-the cuff, completely uninhibited humor. With a totaJ
disregard for any sociaJ norm, these plays provide an
experience notsoon forgotten. "Coma" and "VarnpireLesbians of Sodom" are showing at the Cleveland Public
Theatre on the near west side of Cleveland. The show will
berunningthrough0ctober7;ThursdaythroughSaturday
at 8 pm and on Sunday at 3 pm. Bring your student
Identification and get in for five dollars. CaJling ahead
would be wise.
And afteraJl, how often is it that you can go see a play
with a man playing a woman who happens to be a lesbian?

·shadows· strikes a blow for homeless
dedicated in pan to Christine Urbaniak; a Communications
teacher at John Carroll who passed away this past summer.
The show was aJso dedicated to Sarah Janitell, also known
"How do you get the people to come to see a as "the bag lady of Ironton, Ohio," who was murdered in
show about the homeless?'' This is the question 1988. She was a sisLer of an actress that is in the play.
that stands foremost in the mind of Debra Strekel;
The play itself is what is known as a docudrama. It
producer of the play "Shadows."
includes reaJ life inLerviews done with the homeless. but
And this does, indeed, form quite a problem. portrayed by actors. "Shadows" features the talent of
Faced with an extremely low budget and acon- award winning playwright and script writer, Goldie Lake,
siderable amount of apathy from the generaJ as well as director Ron Newell.
public, Strekel's biggest problem lies not much
"Shadows" wiU be appearing at Kulas Auditorium on
with production of the show, or advertisement, Friday, September 29, Saturday, September 30, and Sunbut ra.&ber w.ithappeaJing to a public that wiU not day, October 1. Friday and Saturday's shows will be at 8
ttun a deaf ear to the plight of the homeless.
pm and Sunday's show will be at 2 pm.
"Too ptany people believe that the homeless
Sunday's show will also feature speakers Sister Mary
do not have jobs, or don't want to get them," Frances Harrington; one-time head of the EastSide Cathosays Strekel. "This is simply not true. Statistics lic Shelter, and Lisa Thomas; director of the Health Care
show that a good number of these people do for the Homeless Program.
have jobs. They just still cannot afford to have
Tickets are 5 dollars.
even the 'basics in life."' , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ ,
NaturaJly, feeli ng
as she does, Strekel
decided to get involved
with a form of theatre
that was entertaining,
yet., more importantly,
sociaJiy conscious.
Hence, this year the
acting troupe entitled
Thespians for the
Homeless was formed
in order that the generaJ public might be
mademoreawareofthe
plight ofthemiUionsof
homeless that there are
in the U.S.
Three retirees pfay Boggle In a lighter moment In the
"S hadows" was
docudrama, "Shadows.·

By Dominic Conti, Entertainment Editor
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If you were not at the premiere of
BLACK RAIN.
Don't Wonyl The movte will opentomorrow at

Loews' Cedar Center. Check localliSUngs
for show times. Don't forget to check out

BLACKRAINl
L-----------...;._
_ __;_.. :.__ ______
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Charter suspension motivates IBGs
By Elizabeth Rooney

Iota Beta Gamma, one of JCU's Greek organizations must complete 500 hours of community service
in order to have the suspension of their charter lifted.
Joe Farrell, dean of students, said that the men of
IBG are taking the situation well.
The IBG's charter was suspended last April due to
the hazing of pledges. Three pledges dropped off in
Ashtabula County with no way of returning to JCU.
"They handled themselves like gentlemen after it
happened and are doing everything in their power to
get back in," said Farrell.
TheiBGscan begin operation again in January if the
500 service hours are completed. Farrell said that ifthe
fraternity does not complete the 500 hours their charter will be suspended again.
John Eslich, president of the IBGs,said that the
community service hours cannot be started until the
upcoming spring semester due to the nature of the
activities they plan on participating in.
Some of the projects the IBGs are going to be
working on are mayoral campaigns, starting up intramurals, tutoring inner city sllldents and fundraising
for the wrestling team. Farrell said that they are
looking for on campus projects.
Some members have already completed some service hours, but it is not known if they will be accepted
or not since they were not done during the second semester of Ibis year.
One member did do 60 hours during the summer
according to Farrell. Rob Wilde, an IBG brother, said
that another member did approxiamately 150 hours
with the public defense. Eslicb felt that Farrell seems
willing to work with the mos regarding the already
completed service projects.
One activity that could possibly count towards an
IBG service project involved the unused food from
their cancelled spring dance. This food was donated to

CJ

the poor and many of the IBG brothers helped to
distribute iL The spring dance was cancelled
because of the suspenston.
The spring dance was not the only activity that
was cancelled for the IBGs. They also could not
compete in the Super Stars competition last
semester. Another loss was not being able to
have their traditional cookout
Both the fraternity and the dean feel that the
sanctions imposed have been fair and effective.
"I'm confident it won't happen again," said
Farrell. "At first the brothers were bitter and
angry, but they came back from the summer
accepting the university's position."
Farrell thinks the men have taken a good
attilllde about the whole affair. AU members
realize the mistake and are willing to overcome
it
IBG member Dave McClafferty thinks this
punishment will beagoodexarnplefortherestof
the sororities and fraternities. Me Clafferty said
one positive aspect of the whole suspension is
that it shows that the IBGs have unity.
"If we go through this and accomplish the
punishment. the 500 community hours, then it
shows that a lot of the members have unity." said
McClafferty
Wilde does not agree. Wilde thinksd that the
suspension has "hurt the cohesiveness," of the
IBGssincethe group is not allowed to meet while
under suspension.
The University Judicial Hearing Board found

J
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What do you like most about the new
business wing?

"~he

larger offices."

Dr. Zlatoper

-...-

"It's more professional
looking."

Dr. Aggarw31

The new classrooms."

the ffiGs guilty of this inc ident and the suspension began immediately.
Since last spring, the IBG's have been the butt

ofmany jokes, but they have learned to take it all
in stride and work toward proving themselves
worthy of regaining their charter.

"There isn't any moss
in my office this year."
Dr.Welki

;:.-

~

¥.4"1A.e. all': conditioning.

keitcotd."

"Its professional

image."

>X
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New crop of freshmen experience JCU lifestyle
Upperclassmen make Freshmen first days enjoyable
by Margie Daniels

It is Lhe start of new semester,
and as sophomores, juniors, and
seniors adjust Lhemselves LO new
fall schedules, 80 I freshman are
experiencing life at John Carroll
University for Lhe first Lime.

Cleveland An Museum. Their
afternoon was followed by a
picnic dinner in from of the
Recplex.

students are enjoying the experience.
"Thereisjustenoughroom ...it's
comfortable." said FletL

Sunday a trip to the Cedar
Point Amusement Park was also
offered by the Freshman Weekend staff.
"I think John Carroll does a
great job of making people feel
welcome" said Heather Flett a
freshman.

On the third floor of Sutowski,
!.here is only one freshman living
in Lhe girl's wing.

From Lhe annual Freshman
Weekend activities to the Big
Brolhef\Big Sister Program , at
John Carron want the incoming
"It seems as though everyone is
class of 1993 tO feel welcome.
trying LO promote a positive attiFreshman weekend is planned tude and it's working."said Flett
primarily tO give freshmen an
Not only are freshmen integratopponunity to ease into college
ing
themselves into John Carroll's
life before gelling into the routine
social
life, they are also making
of their class scheduJes.
homes for themselves in every
The weekend also allows the dorm on campus.
freshman to get to know John
"Living in Dolan is an experiCarroll's campus and surroundence"
said freshman Aaron Reinings better.

"I like the fact that everyone
you talked to was a freshman,"
said Kathleen Lesner. "It was
really easy to meet people."
On Aug. 24, freshmen had the

hart.

Rightly so, after he commented,
the power went out
"I guess I'm going to fini sh my
homework in the lighted elevatOr

~b)~\oredowntown

kJunge." said Rcinban.

Cleveland by riding "Lolley the
Trolley" or they could tour the

Living in Mille r in triples requires some adjustment, but most

Pam Herrera feels !.hat there
are good as well as bad points to
her situation.
"1nc people I have met are very
outgoing and have been willing tO
accept me," said Herrera
She expressed, however, that

she would like to gel to know
more of Lhe people in her class.
Wilh all of the effon John Carroll is pulling fonh to make the
freshmen feel welcome, homesickness may soon be a Lhing of
!.he past

Mom Ylway !from :Jvfom
Laundry can be easy
• • • • • • • • •• • ••• • • • • • • by Emily Amer • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
For many liege students, doing laundry for the much soap can make the cloths feel as if !.hey are
first time results in many mishaps and ruined clolhes. coated wilh residue.
This can be avoided; however, if one knows the
It is also wise LO follow the instructions prebasics in clothing care.
cisely when using liquid fabric softener. If it is
The ftrst step is to separate the clolhes. This will applied in excess or during the wrong cycle, it can
eliminate the "pink sock syndrome" that occurs permanently stain the clothes.
when whites are washed wilh reds. Dark colors
Next, make sure to choose the correct temperaalmost always bleed, so separation is important.
ture and wash setting. The entire load takes about
•Whites Lhatare very dirty likesocksand under- 30 minutes.
wear should be a separate load.
When Lhe wash cycle is completed, remove the
• Delicate items such as lingerie, loose knits and clolhes and check for stains. This is important
hand washables make up another group.
because if the clolhes are dried with stains, they
•Permanent press clothes make up the next load. will set permanently.
These-are knit items like T -shins, shorts and "eveThefmalstageisdrying. Usingafabricsoftener
ryday" clothes.
sheet prevents static cling and softens clolhes. Be
•Regular fabrics compose the fmalload. These careful not to use the hottest setting on Lhe dryer.
are sturdy cottons and linens. Examples include Clolhes shrink extremely easily in extensive heat
bedsheets and towels.
Some avoid the dryers altogether and use a
College donns provide the most simplistic mod- drying rack for clothes, except for towels and
els of washers and dryers. but also the least gentle. linens.
The machines tend to be hotter than domestic
One important thing to remember is to never
washers and dryers. Because ofthis, serious damage leave clothes in the dryer for the enLire cycle. They
can be done tO valuable clothes.
are aften dry after only 15 or 20 minutes. By reMary Ellen Pinkham, author of"BestofHelpfuJ moving the clothing early one prevents wrinkles
Hints" recommends that one uses only the warm and avoids shrinkage.
and cold settings on both machines to avoid damKnowing how to do laundry saves wear and tear
age and shrinkage.
LOclothing, and makes laundry day something that
It is wise lO foJlow the instructions on the deter- one does not have to dread quite so much.
ent box and add the ro r amount of soa . Too

eo

Reebok Rocks
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ClUB COCR-COLR
ATTENTION
Academic counseling needs
qualified students to tutor all
subjects, especially math.
Must have a 3.0 GPA. For
more information call 3974219 or come to the Academic
Counseling Office.

Thursday, September 28, 1989
9:00pm
-Carroll Gym
""

Giant Sc:reen! Rottest Hits! Special Effects! Win

8
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Lanier brings musical talents to John Carroll
by Jane Babiak
People often give clues about their greatest interests by the places where they spend
most of their time. It is no surprise to see
Dr. Jo Lanier sitting at the piano reading
her mail.
The piano is a very natural place for
John Carroll University's new coordinator
and director of music. She began playing it
at the age of two. With each passing year,
Lanier became more involved and accomplished.
Although she described herselfas really
shy in high school, Lanier proved her vocal
skills in her early teens. As an undergraduale student at the Cleveland Institute of
Music, Lanier became a member of the
Cleveland Orchestra Chorus. She values
this accomplishment because 30 out of600
singers were chosen to be partof the chorus.
After graduation from Lhe Institute,
Lanier went to study at the New England
Conservatory of Music and Pacific Westem University. Lanier has earned two
doctorates of musical arts in voice, the most
recent of which is from the American
Conservatory of Music in Chicago.
"Music surpasses all that I am," said
Lanier.
She sees bel'selias asinger first, then as
a.blllei woman. These are the two reasons
she came to Carroll.
"I wanted to come here because the need
is really here for music and there are noL

many black people . . . I love challenges,"
said Lanier.
Ironically, when Lanier interviewed at
Carroll for her present position, she happened to read the May 4th issue of The
Carroll News that featured a special report
on race relations in Cleveland. Lanier
sensed uneasiness. But, she believed Lhat
the uneasiness was simply a fear of the
unknown on the part of the campus.
The question of female leadership never
dawned on Lanier.
"Nine times out of ten, the college choirs
my parents took me to see when I was
growing up had a female conducting," said
Lanier.
Lanier said that her mother was her
prime inspiration, along with several pioneering black women singers.
The support and nunuring that Lanier
received throughout her education is something she would like to give her students.
"You don't get hate back if you love,"
said Lanier.
In addition to her responsibilities as coordinatoranddirectorofmusic,Lanierwill
be teaching African-American Music History at Carroll. She is already impressed
with the students she has come in contact
with.
"Carroll students show respect beyond
those I have found in recent years ... they
come from a good background," said Lanier.

Lanier plans to make known the necessity of music as a core part ofone'seducation.
"My goal is to make music respected inteUectuall y and academically," said Lanier.
"I just can't think of anyth.ing that doesn't
have a direct line to music. It's a way of
learning about the world."
Music may also be a way for Lanier to
learn organizational skills. On OcL l, the
JCU Chorale will sing in Washington, D.C.
Lanier has had only had two months of
preparaLJon.

"It's refreshi ng to sec students who have a

"We were aslccd 1.0 sing by the John

diff(2"taL grasp OD life."

Dr. Jo Lanier
Coordinator and Diredor of Music
....... br Qno Ric:borclo

oll

·

oo rc1aUoo &oour uoivu-

sity) which is agroupofprominentlawyers
in Washington," said Lanier.
It never occurred to Lanier that she could
not do this. She sent a letter to over 80
students who had ever sung, trusting her
method of personal outreach. Sixty students
showed up for chorale and it has grown to
over 70 members.
"I want the chorale known here first, on
campus, then in Cleveland," said Lanier.
"There's a freshness and energy here !hat
other Cleveland colleges don't have."
While preparing for the Washington trip.
Lanier is anxiously awaiting the arrival of
the new Spanish baroque organ to be installed in Saint Francis Chapel this spring.
"There are only three of its lcind in this
country," said Lanier. "It will draw people
to the Chapel."
"We can get through any problems of life
by sorting them out through the study of music," said Lanier.
She recalls taking her students from the
Youngstown State Dana School of Music to
hear the Morehouse College Glee Club sing
at Carroll's lOOth anniversary celebration.
The male glee club from Martin Luther
King, Jr.'s alma mater made an impression
on her students.
"'The lcids were just overwhelmed," said
Lanier. But, she was overwhelmed by the
mixture of ages, races, and religions in the
audience gathered to celebrate.
"Th.al audience wa.-; jus l \.he way \.he

wadd oushl fO be.

Caryl donates time to help feed Cleveland's hungary
by laura Popoff
Leadership,initiative,andpersonality can all be used to describe
junior Suzanne Caryl, the new
student director of special events.
Caryl, who was appointed by
Student Union president Gary
Riner, works hand in hand with
Lisa Heckman, the Director of
Student Activities. Caryl is responsible for programming all
student activities on campus.
"One of the major goals of the
Student Union is for aU the organizations on campus to work
together," said Caryl. .. and as a
result, we'll be able to bring great
activities and performances on
campus."
In addition to her involvement
in the Student Union, Caryl is also
a member of the women's varsity
soccer team.
"College is not just for studying," said Caryl. "We all need an
outlet for fun, and hopefully the
Student Union will be able to
provide that outlet through the
various activities it has in store."
Some of the events that are
being planned for this semester
include luncheon entertainment
every Friday of the weelc, a basketball tournament for students; a

trip to The Playdium in the Flats, hours a week with programming
to the Cleveland Playhouse or to responsibilities. Her duties insee a Browns game at the Cleve- clude ticket sales, sign-ups, adland Stadium: and an appearance vertising, and phone work while
by Dennis Miller from Saturday working closely with Heckman.
"Heckman is very personable
Night Live.
"Some of us do not recognize
Lhat we are on top of a great resource," said Caryl," the city of

and is very interested in helping
students because she cares about
them," said Caryl. "She puts in an
enormous amount of time."
Caryl ftnds the best feature of
Carroll to
and that is

one of the reasons she enjoys her
job so much.
"Everyone is easy to get along
with, both students and teachers."
said Caryl. "I find the people here
to be
and friendly.''

Cleve~.So.hopefiiUy,drrough

out the year we'll give the student
body a taste of Cleveland's fun."
Oneofthemoreoriginalevents
to be held this year will be "What
is a Blue Streak:?" contest. Contestants will try ro come up with a
mascot for John Carroll and will
anempt to detennine whata Blue
Streak is.
Caryl spends between 15-20

....
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Winegardner's experience helps train budding JCU authors
worked as a part-time English
professor at George Wastungton
University and for the city of
The shocking pmk suspenders Fairfax.
"MyjobwiththecityofFaufax
and matching paisley Lie, neatly
pressed pants and wife-framed was much more valuable than any
glasses give the impression that of my teaching jobs," Winegardthe new professor wandering the ner said, who was responsible for
halls of the business wmg is either writing and designing all pubbcaan accounting ace or economics Lions that were printed about the
expert; anotherCPAmakingsome city, including a monthly newsletcash on the side as a prophet from ter and an annual report. "Most
the world of business.
professors spend all their time at
But although he means busi- the university. My other job leu)le
ness, Mark Winegardner is about keep one foot in the real world,
as far from a business professor as and as a writer that is a really
Walt Whitman is from Donald valuable thing."
During his undergrad years at
Trump. Perhaps the only reason
he is in the business wing is be- Miami, Winegardner worked on
cause they allowed some English the staffof the Miami Student, the
majors to invade the place, and student newspaper, and also
Winegardner is going to teach his worked for some local wire servCreative Writing Seminar.
ices. But because he was so inA published author himself, volved in journalism during colWinegardner was hired by the lege, be said he got burned out on
English deparunentto expand the it before it had a chance to bloswriting opportunities available a1 som into a career.
John Carroll University. He grew
"Bythetimeigraduated, I had
up in Bryan, Ohio, and graduated realized thall didn't want to be a
in 1983 from Miami University. journalist, and that what I really
Before coming to Carroll, he and wanted to do was write fiction,"
his wife, Laura, lived in Fairfax, Winegardner said. "Ifyou wanted
Virginia where Winegardner to really write, where the sound of
by Christopher Drojem

the words mattered, they justdidn 't
want that in journalism."
The idea for his first novel,
"Elvis Presley Boulevard," came
after a trip he toOk across country
after graduating from Miami.
Winegardner said he had no intention of writing about the trip when
he and a buddy fl.rst set off, but
when he returned the creative
juices just started to flow.
"When I got back, 1 thought 'I
had a lot of fun on this trip, a lot of
cool things happened to me, I
wonder if it's worth writing
about?'l just started to write, and
ended up with over 100 pages
right off the bat, so I knew there

Deslgna ted drivers
re tve fre nonalcoholic drinks every
weekend at the Rock.
Please don't drink
and drivel

13897 Cedar Rd.

HAPPY HOUR!
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Watch the Browns
trounce Cincinnati.
Dog specials all night!
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••••••••WEDNESDAY

$.50 Specials
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Ftsh Fry
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Blue Streak Specials
$.15 Wings
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Kitchen delive
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13443 CEDAR
AT TAYLOR
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932-0603
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• • • • • • •Now accepting Visa and Mastercard

$.10 Specials
$.15 Wings

Bud Night

I
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and receive complimentary hot dogs

$.50 mug night

Ladles Night
$1.00 Cocktails

woven w1th his tales."
"For one man to sign 50 major
league players is mammoth. One a
year is incredible for scoutS,"
Winegardner said. "It's scandalous that they're not included in the
Hall of Fame."
Winegardner said he hopes to
return soon to the novel he abandonded before writing "Prophet,"
and that he fmds being a professor
the best supplement to writing,
because it keeps him in touch with
the "fundamentals."
Besides the Creative Writing
Seminar, he teaches a course on
contemporary Southern novels,
and a freshman composition class.
"Oneofmyreasonsforcoming
here was because I knew that
Carroll was committed to forging
out a serious undergraduate writing lraCk, and I wanted to be involved at the outset of the process," Winegardner said.
He enjoys thesizeoftheschool,
mainly because it is much smaller
than any other university he has
taught at or attended.
"It seems l.ike I can come in and
make a difference fast."

[on Monday Night Football)

$.99 Cocktails
$. 75 Specials
Monday- Friday ti18 p.m.
$.10 WINGS 5-7 p.m.

-

"An account of the time I spent
with him: him doing his job, inter-

(j }_.a 1,._. ife v
WATCH!

932-8828

••••••••
MOND.A'Y
~

was something there."
Winegardner said he believes
life is what happens to you when
you're busy ma.long other plans.
That isa good explanation for what
happened when he was wnung
his first fiction novel tn I987.
An article about Tony
Lucadello, a major league baseball seoul, appeared in the WashingtOn Posl, and Winegardner
decided to set aside the novel and
write instead about Lucadello.
After their fl.rst phone conversation, Winegardner said he knew
there was a unique story behind
the baseball legend, who signed
49 major league players during
the 50 years he was a scout.
"I didn't want to do a biography of him, I just wanted to go and
hang out with him," said Winegardner. And that is exactly what
he did, spending one week in
October of 1987 and a lot of Lime
during the spring and summer of
1988 on the road with Lucadello.
The book that resulted from
the miles on the road is called
"Prophet of the SandlotS," and
will be published by Atlantic
Monthly Press in February.
Winegardner said the plot is

SA
A'V'
:l"1'TURD':l"1
~

18 +over Night
Oct. I- live music by
Fatal Charm

1.1on -SaL3·00p.m-2·30om.Sun l.OOpm
PARKitJG II'J REAR

·2:30a.m

ATTENTION SOPHOMORES
Interested in a career in government service?
Apply for a 1990 Harry S. Truman Scholarship
To be eligible, you must:
* be a full-time sophomore working toward
or planning to pursue a baccalaureate
degree
* have a B average or equivalent
* stand in the upper fourth of the class
* be a United States citizen or United States
national heacting toward a career in government.
If you are interested in applying, you should submit a leucr of
application, a statement of career plans, a list of past publicservice activities or other leadership positions, a current transcript, and a 600-word essay discussing a public policy issue of
your choice to Dr. David Robson in office B261 of the Ad Bldg.

Deadline for applications is December 1, 1989.
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Wanke adjusts to Division Ill football
by Dave CaldweU, Sports Writer
At this time a year ago, starting at quarterback for John
Carroll University's football squad was the farthest thing
from Larry Wanke's mind.
As the 1988 football season began, Wanke certainly
was embroiled in a battle to become a starting quarterback.
However, the bau.le unfolded at the NCAA division I
University of Pittsburgh. While Pittsburgh may be just an
afternoon's drive away from JCU, in college football the
two schools are worlds apart.
"When we (Piu) carne out of fal l camp, I really thought
I had the job won," Wanke said. "The quarterback coach
sat us down and told us that we (Wanke and his competitor,
Darnell Dickerson) would split time."
But as the season unfolded, Wanke's playing time diminished to the point where he felt it was time to look
elsewhere.
"I just wasn't content with not playing," Wanke said.
"At the end of the year I decided it was time to move on."
AdrniUedly, Wanke's ftrstchoice would have been to
transfer to another Division I program. However, NCAA
rules dict.ate that in order to do so, Wanke would be forced
to sit out the following season.
"I just wanted to start playing again as soon as possible,"
the South Euclid native said. "Also, I wanted to stay close
to home, so the decision was between JCU and BaldwinWallace."

"When I came here I had heard that DivJSion III was
While he maintains that no one person swayed his final
decision to enroll at JCU, Wanke believes that head coach close to the high school level, out it's not even near that
Tony DeCarlo has played an imponant role in both his level, 1l's way above it," he said. "These arc really good
success and the successes of several other Division I athletes that love the game and play with a lot of heart and
transfers who have come to JCU.
soul. I'd have to say that I'm really 1mpressed."
"When you look at coach DeCarlo, you see integrity; when you
look at him, you respecthim,"Wanke
said. "Thebouom lineis,asaplayer,
you know that he's in your comer,
and that's something you need out of
for the week of Sept. 21· Sept. 27
a coach."
So far, the 6-3, 220 pound junior
has paid big dividends for the Blue Sept. 21 - Volleyball vs. Heidelberg w /Lake Erie,
Streaks, whose 3-0 start is the team's
6 p.m.
best since 1963. He has helped lead
JCU's offense to a 368 yards per
Sept. 23 - Cross Country @ Wooster, 11 a.m.
game average, best in the OAC.
Rugby match. 12 p.m.
Wanke believes that the future
holds even betterdaysfor the Streaks.
Football vs. Ohio Northern.
"This team, myself included, is
(at Lakewood). 1:30 p.m.
capable of even more," he said.
Men's Soccer@ Capital, 2 p.m.
"We've got a fantastic defense, and a
balanced offense with a lot of weapons."
Sept. 26- Volleyball vs. Marietta w/Capital. 6
Not only is Wanke impressed with
p.m.
his teammates, but all of Division Ill
football as well.

Sports Calendar

treak's Gridiron notebook
by Scott Tennant,
Stoff Reporter

The beat goes on for the John
Carroll football team. The Blue
Streaks racked up 420 yards of
offense last Saturday en route to a
21-12 victory over host Muskingum.
It was the ftrst Ohio Athletic
Conference game for JCU, which
ranitsrccord to3~. Tailback Steve
Prelock once again paced the Blue
Streak ground attack with 103
yards on 22 carries and one touchdown. Quarterbacks Kevin
Krueger and Larry Wanke combined for 177 yards passing,
completing 9 of 22 attempts.
All-America linebacker Dave
Rastoka recorded 11 tacldes for
John Carroll That brings his
school record career total to 410.

offense per game.
"we•re ticlcled to death to be
home,nomatterwhereitis,"Blue
Streak coach Tony DeCarlo said.
"Ohio Northern is a strong defensive team. They have an outstanding defensive line; it's big and has
showed good mobility. This is
another pushing-type team."

•••

MAKE IT COUNT - Wingback
Bruce Saban toted the ball only
once against Muskingum, but
made it count wilha44-yard scoring jaunt in the third period.

•••

ON THE AIRWAVES - Radio
station WHK 1420 AM will broadcast Saturday's gameagainstOhio
Northern. Bob Karlovec will
handle play-by~play duties while
Adam Mendoza will provide color
commentary. The pregame show

P.

• ~il.h ,.,k.lckQ{f

slated for 1:30 p.m.
This will be the fli'St of four JCU
games broadcast by WHI< this
year.

aDCC. ••• Tbc ~

Lr

torccd

ONE FOR THE BOOKS? - A
victory against Ohio Northern will
run the Blue Streaks' record to40, making them the ftrst John
Carroll team to win its opening
four games since 1963. That squad
was also the last JCU team to go
undefeated.

12 Muskingham punts... Defensive taclcles Brian Cochran and
TimJewettcombinedfor 17tackles and a sack agamst Muskingum .... John Carroll leads the
OAC in total offense with an
average of 386 yards a game....
Prelock leads all conference rushers, averaging L27.7yardsagame.
... Opposing teams arc 0-2 in PAT
kicks and 0-2 in two-point conversion attempts against the Blue
Streaks.

STAT CORNER - Sophomore
Willie Beers, a transfer from Kent

INJURY UPDATE- Tom ligamentsinhisrightthumbhavekept

•••

....

• ••

right tackle Brent McMenemy out
ofthelasttwogames.Junior Anton
Zgomik has started in his place,
but McMeocmy is CJtpec&ed 10
rebJm rhis week.

•••

NOTEBOOK - JCU is ranked
14th in the nation among D1vision
ill teams in the latest Football
News poll. ... The last time the
Blue Streaks played Ohio Northem was Nov. 14, 1964 at Warrensville Heights Stadium. JCU
came away with a32-21 victory in
that contest. ... Wanke is again
expected to start at quarterback
against Ohio Northern, but will
probably share time with Krueger
if the past two games are any indication.

Blue Streak Scouting Report
JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY
BLUE STREAKS

vs.

OHIO NORTHERN UNIVERSITY
POLAR BEARS

6)

•••

TIIE BEAR FACTS- John Carroll faces its home opener on Saturday with an OAC match-up
against Ohio Northern. Because
renovations to Wasmer Field are
incomplete, the game will be
played at the Lak:ewood High
School Stadium.
Ohio Northern, despite being 02, leads the OAC in defense, surrenderinganaverageofjust213.0
yards a game. The Polar Bears
have had problems on the other
side of the ball, though, and are
last in the conference with an
average of 202.5 yards of total

..s~ at 1:~

State, returned a kickoff37 yards
Saturday in addition to a fivecarry , 36-yard rushing perfonn-

Yes,
you can
afford ...

merry
maids®
• Cuatom home cleaning ael'tltcea
weekly, bi·weekly or for a
special occasion.
• Bonded & msured personnel.
• Over 400 local offices.
CALL

C382-s3ill

Saturday, September 23, ot lakewood High School
STREAK STATS - JCU, 3-0, is ranked 14th in the latest Division llJ FOOibalJ NewJ poU•..JCU
leads the OAC in total offense with an average of 386 yards per game_.Tailbeck. Steve Prelock
leads the OAC in rushing with an average ot 127.7 yards per game....JCU Us pvea up only four
touchdowns so far this season-.AlJ..American tackle Dave Rastoka recorded 11 &Kk.les against
Muskingum to move his career total to410, an ongoing JCU record.
POLAR BEAR PROBE • Despite being 0-2, the Bears lead the OAC in defense, giving up an
average of just 213 yards per game...Offensively, they are last in the OAC, averaging only 202.5
yards per game-.Quarterback. Ed Cbessar, who bas c:ompleted 27 of 52 passes for 275 yards and
a 52% completion percentage, has thrown one touchdown and tbree interceptions.
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Confusing course confounds JC runners
by Julie Evans, Sports Writer
The Cleveland Invitational on SepL 16 dared the JCU
women's and men's cross country t.eams to prove that they
could withstand tough competition, rain, and a poorly
marked course. The teams accepted the dare, with the
women finishing second and the men finishing third.
"We really feltgoodaboutthemeetand were especially
glad to finish ahead of Cleveland State," said senior Mary
Pusateri, who placed third on Saturday.
"I was pleased wil.b my time and felt it was a great
personal accomplishment," said freshman Jen Jackson. "I
didn 'tgo into the race expecting to perfonn as I did. It was
quite a confidence booster!"
Despite thestrongfinishesoftheStreaks, both ofJCU's
cross country teams felt !.bat the rain and course hindered
their times and overall perfonnances. The rain prevented
the maintainance personnel from drawing the white chalk
line which defines the course for the runners. This lack of
guidance resulted in wandering runners and lost time. The
extra time spent searching for the correct path certainly
cost junior Mark Waner.
"I was fairly happy with my running, but I was unhappy
with my finish," said Waner. "I knew I was running better
than last week because I was running beside the guy who
beat me last week. I was in the lead until I made the first
wrong tum and even then I managed to pull back out to
about second place. But after the next wrong tum I knew
it was too late to regain the lead and ended up fmishing
sixth."

Junior Bill Patterson also ran well on Saturday and finished 15th.
The women experienced the same troubles with the ambiguously marked course.
"At one point all the lead runners came to a spot where
we all sort of bumped into each other and had no idea of
which way to go," said Peltier who placed 5th.

For the Women's t.eam Julie Bork placed 17th and
Peggy Zuscik placed 20th.
The Blue Streaks run in the Wooster Invitational on
Saturday. September 23, their third meet of the season.
The coaches pushed the teams to the limits in practice the
past week in preparation for what is believed to be the
toughest course of the season.

Golf team shoots for playoff spot
by Michael R. Stein, Assistant Sports Editor
If the John Carroll University golf team plays up to par
this year, it should be its most successful season ever. The
team did not lose anyone from last year to graduation and
is driving for its ftrst national tournament appearance in
JCU history.
The Blue Streaks won the Ashland Invitational last
week, beating teams from Cleveland State, Wright State,
and Kenyon. The Blue Streaks were especially proud of
defeating Kenyon, which was one of four teams from
JCU's district to make the national tournament last year.
"It was preuy important for us to beat Kenyon," said
senior golfer Frank Boensch. "That's our best chance of
going to nationals. We need to beat the teams that went last
year. There•s a lot of politics involved in who makes the
nationals."
Boensch led the Streaks by shooting a 73 at Ashland.
JeffPawlowski was right behind Boensch with a 74 and Joe
Bettendorfadded a 77. Senior captain Jim Weick rounded
out Carroll's top four with a 79.

It was also an important win for the Streaks as they play
few fall tournaments. The spring season is the busy time
for JCU as they play twice as many tournaments as they do
in the fall.
Four teams from JCU's district will be selected to
compete in the national tournament, but powers Ohio
Wesleyan and Wittenberg almost always represent the
district. If those schools have good years once again, that
will leave only two spots open for !.be Streaks to shoot for.
"We'refeeling preuy high,"Beuendorf said. "Now we
need to start getting a reputation with other reams."
The BlueS [Teaks will have a chance to better theirreputation on Tuesday, Sept. 26 when they compete in the
Allegheny Invitational.
"It's important to do well there because the coach at Allegheny is on the (tournament) selection committee,"
Boenscb said. 'We have to do well in front of those
coaches so they can see rather than read about it."
The Streaks will have a chance to challenge Wittenberg
head-to-bead at theW ooster Invitational on SepL 30. If the
Streaks can perform as weJJ as they expect, it will be a
record-setting year for John Carroll golf.

381-2424... We deliver... 38 7-2424...warrensvnre

WATCH THE BLUE STREAKS SCORE BIG
THEN GO SCORE BIG WITH US.

UNDER
YOUR
DOOR
-·

FRIDAY.

That's when we'll be
delivering something
other than our delicious
subs & salads to your
tuned...
dorm! St

FREEZE THE
POLAR BEARSI
SCOTI NIEDZWIECKI
JOE BEHM
KEN HOFFERT
RICK NOWN<
CHUCK CANGELOSI BRUCE IANNI
STEVE PRELOCK
NICK CIUW
MATI .JOHUE
DAVE RASTOKA
BRIAN COCHRAN
KEVIN KRUEGER
JOHN REALI
MIKE CORTE
RAY LOWE
MARK RIPPOLE
PATRICK DICKSON Bill MCLINDEN
ANGELO RITSON
RONDOLCIATO
BRENTfiACMENEMY SHAWNROBERTSON
HANK DURICA
JOHN MEINKE
ANDY SIEGEL
PETE ENGOGUA
JIM MITCHELL
PHIL TEKNIPP
STEVE FERNANDEZ MARK MOLNAR
JOHN TOMPKINS
FRANK FULCO
PAT MURPHY
GREG WARGO
KURT GABRAM
TOM MYLOTI
ANTON ZGOZNIK
TOM GIBBONS
GAIN NAJM
KEITH FARBER
STEVE GRAECA
CHRIS NEILL
HEAD COACH TONY DECARLO
The John CaFfoll Blue Streaks in no way endorse Of support Subway.

